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Implanted B and P dopants in Si exhibit transient enhanced diffusion~TED! during annealing which
arises from the excess interstitials generated by the implant. In order to study the mechanisms of
TED, transmission electron microscopy measurements of implantation damage were combined with
B diffusion experiments using doping marker structures grown by molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!.
Damage from nonamorphizing Si implants at doses ranging from 531012 to 131014/cm2 evolves
into a distribution of$311% interstitial agglomerates during the initial annealing stages at 670–
815 °C. The excess interstitial concentration contained in these defects roughly equals the implanted
ion dose, an observation that is corroborated by atomistic Monte Carlo simulations of implantation
and annealing processes. The injection of interstitials from the damage region involves the
dissolution of$311% defects during Ostwald ripening with an activation energy of 3.860.2 eV. The
excess interstitials drive substitutional B into electrically inactive, metastable clusters of presumably
two or three B atoms at concentrations below the solid solubility, thus explaining the generally
observed immobile B peak during TED of ion-implanted B. Injected interstitials undergo retarded
diffusion in the MBE-grown Si with an effective migration energy of;3.5 eV, which arises from
trapping at substitutional C. The concept of trap-limited diffusion provides a stepping stone for
understanding the enormous disparity among published values for the interstitial diffusivity in Si.
The population of excess interstitials is strongly reduced by incorporating substitutional C in Si to
levels of;1019/cm3 prior to ion implantation. This provides a promising method for suppressing
TED, thus enabling shallow junction formation in future Si devices through dopant implantation.
The present insights have been implemented into a process simulator, allowing for a significant
improvement of the predictive modeling of TED. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The advancing miniaturization of Si integrated circu
continues to expose severe gaps in our understanding o
role of defects and impurities in Si processing. A striki
example is the phenomenon of transient enhanced diffu
~TED! which occurs when ion-implanted dopants in cryst
line silicon ~c-Si!, such as B and P, are subjected to therm
annealing. The process of enhanced dopant diffusion
first recognized more than 20 years ago by Hofkeret al.1 The
phenomenon has been extensively investigated in the
decade,2–8 and its basic features have been w
characterized.9–11 As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows enhance
diffusion for a shallow B profile implanted into float-zon
~FZ! crystalline silicon. Upon annealing at 800 °C for 3
min, B in the tail of the implanted profile has diffused ov
;700 Å, whereas the equilibrium diffusion length for the
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annealing conditions is only;25 Å.12 The nonequilibrium
diffusion vanishes for longer annealing times,6,11 which is
the transient signature of TED. An additional feature of TE
in Fig. 1 is that the peak portion of the B profile abov
1018/cm3 is not electrically activated and has remained i
mobile during annealing. This is remarkable in view of t
fact that the equilibrium solubility of B at 800 °C is highe
than 1019/cm3, suggesting that the entire B profile should
soluble and mobile.

It is by now well established that the anomalous diff
sion of ion-implanted B and P arises from excess Si s
interstitials that are generated by the implant. The interstit
I couple with substitutional dopant atomsAs through the
reaction

As1I⇔AI , ~1!

thereby forming a mobile dopant complexAI .
12 The in-

creased interstitial concentration [I ] in the ion-implanted re-
gion will shift the local equilibrium between substitution
and mobile dopant atoms, and the resulting enhanced do
diffusivity DA

enh is to good approximation given by12
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@ I #

@ I * #
, ~2!

whereDA* denotes the dopant diffusivity under equilibriu
conditions and@I * # the equilibrium interstitial concentration

Although TED is minimal under rapid thermal annealin
conditions~e.g., 1000 °C, 5 s!,6 it becomes more and mor
pronounced and critical with the continuing trend of redu
ing the thermal budget in device manufacturing. Hence, T
now threatens to impose severe limitations on the minim
device dimensions attainable in next generation devices
addition, it has been shown that the lateral coupling betw
excess interstitials and dopants is responsible for the
called reverse-short-channel effect,13,14which encumbers the
scalability of metal–oxide–semiconductor~MOS! transis-
tors. At present, simulation tools designed to predict dop
diffusion during device processing are not capable of dea
with TED in a satisfactory manner. From this perspective
is crucial to improve our understanding of the physic
mechanisms of TED. An additional scientific challenge is
development of processing-compatible methods for s
pressing interstitial-enhanced dopant diffusion.

Among the uncertain factors which preclude accur
modeling of TED are the diffusion coefficientDI and the
equilibrium concentration@I * # of the Si self-interstitial. As
shown in a recent article by Bracht, Stolwijk, and Mehre15

studies on self-diffusion16 and metal diffusion15,17 in Si have
yielded reasonably consistent values for the mass trans
properties in Si, which implicitly contains the produ
DI [ I * ]. Separate determinations ofDI and @I * #,15 on the
other hand, have resulted in an enormous spread in t
parameters. As suggested by Griffinet al.18 and by Cowern19

the discrepancies in the values forDI could be explained on
the basis of trap-limited interstitial diffusion; however, n
consensus has been reached until now about the natu
these intrinsic traps in silicon.

FIG. 1. Secondary-ion-mass spectrometry~lines! and spreading resistanc
~solid circles! measurements of an implanted B profile~1.531014/cm2, 30
keV 10B! before and after transient enhanced diffusion at 800 °C for 35 m
6032 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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A more pressing uncertainty in modeling TED is th
number of interstitials arising from the implant which co
tribute to the enhanced diffusion. It was proposed10 that the
implanted atom causes a net imbalance in the ion-gener
population of interstitials and vacancies.7 Upon annealing,
interstitials and vacancies quickly recombine to restore
damaged lattice, leaving one atom per implanted ion wh
cannot be annealed out immediately. The supersaturatio
interstitials during TED is thought to arise from this on
excess interstitial per ion, rather than from the entire io
generated distribution of interstitials; this has become kno
as the ‘‘11’’ model. Although this simple model provides a
estimate for the level of interstitials injected during TED,
has never been verified experimentally. Furthermore, it is
fully clear whether the excess interstitials emerge instan
neously from the initial distribution, or whether their rate
injection is limited by interstitial clustering.9 Finally, model-
ing the evolution of interstitial damage requires detail
knowledge of the rate at which interstitials recombine, eith
at the surface or in the bulk, a process which is still poo
understood.

Another ambiguous feature of TED is the fact that t
peak portion of implanted B profiles remains static and in
tivated upon annealing when an apparent critical dopant c
centration is exceeded,10,11as also demonstrated in Fig. 1.
was proposed10 that this effect arises from the large supe
saturation of B atoms in interstitial positions leading to
effective lowering of the equilibrium solubility limit of B in
Si. Alternatively, the anomalous B diffusion was ascribed
the trapping of B at extended defects,9 or was explained in
terms of an enhanced coupling between B and neu
interstitials.20 The latter model was based on the observat
that the kink in the dopant profiles after TED appears to
correlated with the intrinsic carrier concentration. In a rec
article on process simulations,21 the rather unphysical as
sumption was made that the incomplete B activation res
from the formation of immobile, isolated B interstitial
through a kick-out reaction with Si interstitials. Each of th
above explanations allows for a sufficient number of fr
parameters to enable fitting of the diffused dopant profi
through process simulations, a situation which calls for
cisive experiments.

In the past years, many of the detailed aspects of T
have been investigated by utilizing dopant marker layers
diffusion experiments.22–35 These experiments were de
signed to detect the effect of interstitial injection from a l
calized source~e.g., implantation damage, oxidizing surfac!
on well-separated dopant profiles. In the experiments p
sented in this article, diffusion studies using dopant super
tice structures were linked to damage measurements u
transmission electron microscopy~TEM!.36 This combina-
tion has yielded a wealth of information about the mech
nisms of TED, and has significantly improved our insigh
into the source of interstitials during TED, the diffusion b
havior of interstitials in Si, and the mechanism throu
which B is immobilized during TED.

Several methods have been published through which
interstitial-enhanced dopant diffusion can be suppressed
significant reduction in TED can be achieved by amorph

.

Stolk et al.
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ing the c-Si substrate prior to dopant implantation a
annealing;37,38 however, it has proven to be difficult to con
trol the defect band located at the original amorphous
~a-Si!/c-Si interface, which can result in increased juncti
leakage. Furthermore, additional interstitials will be emitt
from the defect band during further thermal processing t
causing TED to persist. It has also been demonstrated
the TED of near-surface B implants can be greatly redu
by superimposing a high-energy~MeV! Si implant before
annealing.39 Although this reduction was originally ascribe
to the trapping of interstitials at the stable dislocation da
age formed by the deepest implant,39 it is more likely caused
by the excess vacancies in the near-surface region gene
by the high-energy implant.40 Again, implementation of this
recipe for suppressing TED might be precluded by the de
mental effects of the buried damage layers. Recently, it
been reported that C coimplantation can be used to red
TED of B.41,42This reduction has been attributed43–45 to the
fact that the implanted C provides a sink for excess inter
tials during annealing. The efficacy of C coimplantation
suppressing TED is limited by the fact that the C needs
getter its own interstitial damage in addition to the inters
tials from the dopant implant.44 It could therefore be more
efficient to incorporate substitutional C inc-Si before im-
planting the dopant species, which is an additional subjec
research in this article.

This article is organized as follows. Section II describ
the experimental details of the present work. The comp
mentary TEM and diffusion experiments are presented
Secs. III and IV, respectively. Section V elaborates on
interstitial-driven clustering mechanism of B. It is demo
strated in Sec. VI that incorporating substitutional C inc-Si
is successful in suppressing TED. Furthermore, Sec. VI
cusses in detail how the presence of C in Si is though
affect the diffusion of interstitials in marker layer expe
ments and metal diffusion studies. In Sec. VII a Monte Ca
diffusion code is presented which was developed to en
our understanding of the detailed defect-dopant interact
during annealing. Finally, to illustrate the improvements t
have been made, Sec. VII shows how the present results
been implemented into a process simulator.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Sample preparation

The present experiments were designed to investig
how implantation damage in silicon evolves during anne
ing, and how it affects the diffusion of dopant atoms. T
structure and evolution of implantation damage was ide
fied by means of cross-sectional and plan-view TEM. Dop
diffusion was measured with high sensitivity by using sp
cial marker layer structures grown by low-temperatu
molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!.46 These structures consiste
of 600-nm-thick films of Si grown on Si~100! substrates
~FZ, P-doped to 1000V cm!, containing 10-nm-wide spike
of substitutional B. The dopant spikes were separated
;100 nm, with each spike containing 1.531012 or 1.531013

B/cm2.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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Additional diffusion measurements were performed
B marker layers implanted into FZ Si wafers~p-type doping,
100V cm, 100 orientation! using a tandem accelerator. Th
detailed preparation scheme has been given in Ref. 47
brief, FZ wafers were amorphized at liquid-nitrogen tem
perature by implanting 0.5, 1, and 2 MeV Si at a dose
531015/cm2 each. The amorphized layers were subseque
implanted with 2.331014/cm2, 60 keV B and 431014/cm2,
400 keV B. The implanted samples were annealed after
plantation leading to regrowth of the amorphized lay
through solid-phase epitaxy~SPE! and full activation of the
implanted B, as ascertained from spreading resistance pr
ing ~SRP!.47

Damage and diffusion experiments were also carried
on FZ and MBE samples which were intentionally dop
with relatively high levels of C or B. Samples with increas
C contents were prepared using two methods. First,
amount of C incorporated in MBE-grown superlattices w
enhanced by introducing acetylene gas in the MBE cham
through a leak valve. As measured by secondary-ion-m
spectroscopy~SIMS! at a sputtering rate of 12 Å/s using a
keV Cs1 beam, the background C level increases fro
1018/cm3 for the standard growth conditions to 231019/cm3

for growth under an acetylene pressure of 1027 Torr. The C
incorporation at the B doping spikes is increased by a fac
of 3 due to growth interrupts. TEM analysis shows no carb
precipitation upon annealing the C-rich silicon layers
1000 °C for 1 h, indicating that the incorporated C rema
substitutional up to high temperatures.

In a second scheme for achieving C doping, MBE-gro
superlattices and FZ Si~100! wafers were amorphized to
depth of 2mm at;77 K using 0.5, 1, and 2 MeV Si implant
to a total fluence of 1.531016/cm2. Some samples were im
planted with C at multiple energies ranging from 10 to 4
keV with doses chosen to approximate a uniform C dop
level to a depth of;1 mm. Other samples were implanted
a single energy so as to obtain a buried peak of high
content. After the C implants samples were annealed
vacuum at 500 °C for 1 h, 600 °C for 2 h, and 790 or 900
for 15 min to regrow thea-Si layer by SPE and dissolve th
implanted C in thec-Si lattice. It should be noted that C i
known to regrow onto substitutional sites during SPE ofa-Si
for C levels as high as;1 at. %.48

Heavily boron-doped silicon substrates were prepared
the following procedure. Six FZ~100! silicon wafers ~B
doped, 1V cm! were first oxidized in dry O2 at 1000 °C to
form a 20-nm-thick screen oxide. Boron was then introduc
into five of these wafers by ion implantation of10B1 at 120
keV to various doses, followed by annealing at 1050 °C fo
h. This anneal accomplished two objectives: It removed
of the observable implantation damage caused by the B
plant, and it diffused the implanted B profile uniformly ove
a considerable depth. The implantation and annealing co
tions had been chosen with the help of the process simul
PROPHET49 to produce B profiles that were uniform~within
10%! over a distance of at least 300 nm from the surfa
The implanted10B doses were 631013/cm2, and 2, 3, 4, and
631014/cm2, producing boron concentrations@B# of 1, 3, 5,
731018, and 131019/cm3, respectively, in the uniform sur
6033Stolk et al.
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face region after the diffusion anneal. Spreading resista
measurements were used to verify the quoted B concen
tions and depth distributions. The sixth oxidized wafer
ceived no10B implant and was used as a reference.

B. Implants, annealing, and diffusion

Low-energy implants~,70 keV! were performed by ex-
tracting negatively charged ions from a sputter source bia
at the desired voltage, without net acceleration inside
tandem accelerator. The standard procedure to introd
near-surface implantation damage in silicon samples c
sisted of room-temperature implants of 40 keV Si2 at dose
rates of ~1.360.6!31012 ions/cm2/s to total doses ranging
from 531012 to 531014 ions/cm2. A typical B doping im-
plant was done at room temperature using a 60 keV B2 beam
at a dose of 7.531013/cm2, which corresponds to implantin
30 keV B to a dose of 1.531014/cm2.

After implantation, samples were chemically cleaned
successive rinsing with trichloroethylene, acetone, a
methanol, followed by a standard RCA cleaning step. P
to being annealed, samples received a 20 s dip in a 1
diluted solution of HF. Most anneals were carried out in
conventional tube furnace with a base vacuum pressure
below 1027 mbar. Samples were carried by a support wa
in a quartz boat and annealed in vacuum or under form
gas ~85% N2, 15% H2, flow rate 1.5l /min!. Varying be-
tween these two annealing ambients was found not to af
the present nonequilibrium damage and diffusion exp
ments to a measurable extent, provided that the furnace
tings were changed to compensate for temperature shif50

Other gas flow conditions have occasionally been used
are specified in this article where necessary.

The furnace temperature settings were carefully c
brated in separate runs using a thermocouple mounted a
exact location of the samples. Temperature differences
tween annealing in vacuum and under gas flow were m
sured to be as high as, for instance,;40 °C for a furnace
setting temperature of 700 °C. The temperatures quote
the remainder of this article are the calibrated values of
actual sample temperature during annealing, which are
lieved to be accurate to within 10 °C. Some samples w
subjected to a rapid thermal annealing~RTA! step under
forming gas flow. In that case, the temperature was c
brated to within 25 °C by measuring the rates of SPE
growth of ion-beam-amorphized layers on Si~100!
substrates.51

In order to study interstitial-enhanced diffusion, io
damaged B superlattices were annealed under various
mal conditions. Boron depth profiles before and after dif
sion were obtained by SIMS at a sputtering rate of 4 Å
using 2 keV O2

1 . The time-averaged intrinsic B diffusivity
^DB

int& was derived from each diffused doping spike using
optimization procedure described elsewhere.28,52The B spike
confined to ion-damaged regions has been excluded in
diffusion analysis, as it is uncleara priori to what extent
the diffusion of this spike is perturbed by the implantati
damage.
6034 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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III. INTERSTITIAL INJECTION

A. Results

This section presents TEM studies of the annealing
havior of ion-implanted FZ samples. Identical implantati
and annealing conditions were used to study interstit
enhanced diffusion in B marker layer structures~Sec. IV!,
which will enable a direct link between implantation dama
and TED.

Figure 2 shows a cross-section electron micrograph o
FZ sample that was implanted with 40 keV Si, 531013/cm2

and annealed at 815 °C for 15 s using RTA. The hig
resolution image of Fig. 2 clearly demonstrates the prese
of a defect with a$311% habit plane. A series of cross-sectio
images demonstrates that these defects are confined to
top 0.1mm surface region of the sample. Plan-view analy
shows a high concentration of elongated defects along^110&
directions, see Fig. 3, and this appearance is consistent
the notorious ‘‘rodlike’’ or ‘‘$311% defects.’’53 These defects
consist of an agglomeration of excess Si self-interstitials
are known to form in response to the nonequilibrium inje
tion of interstitials resulting from oxidation,54 electron
bombardment,55 or ion implantation.54,56 Although $311%
have recently been presented as a band of interstitials
compact disk,56,57 it is generally recognized that$311% inter-
stitial clusters have an anisotropic, elongated shape. F
detailed discussion on the structural properties of$311% de-
fects, the reader is referred to a recent review article
Takeda and co-workers.53

Cross-section and plan-view microscopy were combin
to follow the evolution of$311% defects during annealing. A
is clear from Fig. 3, the areal density of$311% defects drops
by several orders of magnitude upon increasing the ann
ing time at 815 °C from 5 to 30 s. Simultaneously, the av
age length of the defects increases from roughly 5 to 20
No defects were detectable for annealing times in excess
min, suggesting complete damage dissolution. The quan
tive measurements of defect density and average defect
as summarized in Fig. 4, were used to calculate the num
of interstitials contained in$311% defects.58 Figure 5 shows

FIG. 2. Cross-section high-resolution electron micrograph showing$311%
habit plane, and typical image contrast of$311% defects.
Stolk et al.
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that the areal interstitial density falls off exponentially wit
characteristic decay times ranging from;40 s at 815 °C to
;4 h at 670 °C. It should be noted that the width of$311%
defects could not be accurately measured for very short
nealing times, while the statistics for the defect density a
rather poor in the final stage of the$311% decay. These un-
certainties could imply that the decay curves are not pure
exponential as in Fig. 5, but are likely to be more conve
instead. The decay rates derived from the exponential fits
Fig. 5 are reproduced in the Arrhenius graph of Fig. 6, sho
ing an activation energy of 3.860.2 eV for the dissolution of
$311% defects.

FIG. 3. Plan-view^220& dark-field images of FZ silicon implanted with
531013/cm2, 40 keV Si after rapid thermal annealing at 815 °C for~a! 5 s,
~b! 30 s.

FIG. 4. Development of the density and the average length of$311% defects
during annealing at 815 °C.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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It is noteworthy that the interstitial density in$311% de-
fects in the initial annealing stages~Fig. 6! is similar to the
implanted Si dose of 531013/cm2. Apparently, about one ex
cess interstitial is formed for each implanted ion during a
nealing, in accordance with the11 model. This observation
is reconfirmed by measurements of the interstitial density
a function of ion dose in Fig. 7, which demonstrate a11.4
dependence. It should be noted that no$311% defects were
observed for implantation doses below;531012/cm2.

Figure 8 shows TEM measurements of the number
interstitials contained in$311% defects for samples which
were doped with a high B background~see Sec. II for de-
tails!. In similar experiments, FZ substrates were contro
bly doped with a uniform C level by ion-beam amorphizati
of the substrates followed by a series of C implants a
epitaxial regrowth~Sec. II!, and the results are shown in Fig
9. Both types of samples were implanted with 60 keV
131014/cm2, and annealed at 740 °C for 15 min. It is cle
that the interstitial density in$311% defects decreases strong
with increasing B or C content. It thus appears that subst

FIG. 5. Transmission electron microscopy measurements of the total in
stitial areal density in$311% defects as a function of annealing time. Data a
shown for float-zone Si samples which were implanted with 531013/cm2, 40
keV Si and annealed in forming gas at various temperatures.

FIG. 6. Arrhenius graph of the time constant for$311% decay derived from
the annealing curves in Fig. 5.
6035Stolk et al.
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tional B and C reduce the formation of$311% defects; the
implications of this observation are discussed extensivel
Secs. V and VI of this article.

For implantation doses exceeding;131014/cm2, the
damage annealing behavior in FZ samples becomes m
complex in that dislocation loops are observed in addition
$311% defects.59,60 The defects observed59 upon annealing a
1.531014/cm2, 145 keV Si implant at 900 °C for 15 min ar
predominantly13@111# Frank loops frequently arranged in lin
ear chains, suggesting that the loops may form from
1-mm-long rodlike defects seen at lower doses and sho
anneals.

B. Discussion

In the dose range from 531012 to ;131014/cm2, $311%
defects are the only defect structures visible at the pea
the implant damage during annealing. The observation
the defect density drops while the average defect size
creases~Fig. 4! is indicative of Ostwald ripening. This show

FIG. 7. Dose dependence of the number of interstitials in$311% defects
during the early stages of annealing for 60 keV Si implants into float-z
silicon.

FIG. 8. Areal density of interstitials in$311% defects observed after annea
ing a 131014/cm2, 60 keV Si implant at 740 °C for 15 min, as a function
the B background doping level. The solid and dashed lines are fits to
data assuming interstitial trapping through B clustering.
6036 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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that interstitials are emitted from and recaptured by$311%
defects, favoring the growth of larger~i.e., more stable! de-
fects at the expense of smaller ones. However, as intersti
are lost from the damage region through diffusion to t
surface or into the bulk of the material, the interstitial conte
held by $311% defects gradually decreases with time.

The presence of$311% defects implies that the interstitia
concentration in the interior of the implanted sample is ma
tained above equilibrium. Hence, the interstitials which a
gradually lost from the$311% defect distribution will give rise
to enhanced dopant diffusion when they are captured b
dopant atom. Therefore, the evaporation of$311% defects will
determine the time scale and the instantaneous strength
which TED takes place. It is shown in the following sectio
that the time scales for enhanced B diffusion in marker la
experiments are indeed consistent with the$311% decay rates
in Fig. 5. The presently derived activation energy for inte
stitial injection of 3.860.2 eV is in perfect agreement wit
the value of 3.7 eV, which was estimated from a collecti
of measurements of the time needed to saturate the enha
diffusion of implanted B.11

Figures 6 and 7 show that the interstitial content of$311%
defects is in remarkable agreement with the11 model. Ear-
lier experiments on the formation and growth of dislocati
loops in ion-implanted Si have also indicated that the int
stitial densities emerging during annealing are close to11
approximation.61,62Monte Carlo simulations have been us
to investigate how this simple rule of thumb can be reco
ciled with the complex interactions between interstitials a
vacancies that govern the generation and annealing of
damage.63 Parts of these simulations are presented in S
VII A.

Figure 10 gives a tentative summary in the form of
‘‘phase diagram’’ for$311% behavior, based on the observ
tions for Si implants into FZ silicon in the energy range fro
20 to;150 keV. For doses below the amorphization thre
old, the defect processes are only weakly dependent on
initial damage level, so that the diagram can be mapped
terms of implantation dose versus annealing ‘‘strength.’’

e

e

FIG. 9. Density of interstitials in$311% defects observed after annealing
131014/cm2, 60 keV Si implant at 740 °C for 15 min, as a function of the
background doping level.
Stolk et al.
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implantation doses below 531012/cm2, no $311% defects are
observed. This could indicate that the interstitial clust
formed from the implantation damage are too small to
detected by TEM. Alternatively, this threshold dose cou
reflect a nucleation barrier for the formation and growth
$311% defects. For doses in between 531012/cm2 and
131014/cm2, $311% defects are the only visible defects an
they evaporate for a sufficiently high thermal budget~i.e.,
annealing time and temperature!. The evaporation rate at
given temperature is dependent on implantation dose
energy.60,64Above a threshold dose of;1014/cm2, $311% de-
fects undergo unfaulting, leading to both Frank loops a
perfect dislocations. Since these dislocations are more st
than $311% defects, significantly stronger annealing steps
needed to fully dissolve the dislocation damage. Furt
studies are necessary to identify how the time scales
strength of interstitial injection are affected by the transf
mation of $311% defects into dislocation loops.

IV. INTERSTITIAL DIFFUSION

A. Results

The injection of interstitials from$311% defects was de-
tected by probing the broadening of B marker layers dur
annealing. It was verified that the annealing behavior
$311% defects in MBE material is quantitatively similar to th
studies on FZ material presented in Sec. III, at least for
implant conditions presently used~531013/cm2, 40 keV Si!.

Figure 11 shows the as-deposited and diffused B dop
profiles in MBE-grown superlattice structures. After impla
tation and annealing, each of the doping spikes has bro
ened well beyond the initial width of;100 Å as a result of
the injection of interstitials. The broadening exceeds ther
diffusion for all markers and is most pronounced near
ion-implanted region. This behavior clearly demonstrates
diffusion mechanism underlying TED: Excess interstitials
jected from the ion damage cause enhanced diffusion of
substitutional B markers. It is obvious that portions of t
three doping markers closest to the surface remained im
bile during annealing. The Gaussian fits in Fig. 11~b! show
this particular shape can be reproduced by assuming tha
markers consist of a mobile and an immobile compone
This diffusion behavior very much reproduces the key f

FIG. 10. Schematic diagram of the annealing behavior of$311% defects in
relation to the implanted ion dose and the thermal annealing ‘‘budget.’
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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tures of TED as shown in Fig. 1. In Sec. V it is demonstra
that the static B peaks result from clustering of B driven
the interstitials.

Figure 12~a! shows the time-averaged intrins
B-diffusivity ^DB

int& as a function of depth derived from th
diffusion profiles in Fig. 11~a! together with data obtained
for 790 °C, 30 min annealing. The enhanced B diffusiv
~i.e., the ratio of̂ DB

int& to the equilibrium diffusivityDB* ! is
proportional to the amount by which the time-averaged lo
concentration of self-interstitialŝ[ I ] & exceeds the equilib-
rium level @I * #, as indicated on the right-hand-side axis
Fig. 12. The average interstitial concentration near the i
implanted region drops from about 2003@I * # to about
603@I * # upon increasing the annealing time from 10 to
min, indicating that the injection of interstitials has dimin
ished after;10 min. The time-averaged interstitial diffusio
profiles in Fig. 12~a! were modeled by calculating the time
average of a Gaussian peak broadening with a fixed effec
interstitial diffusivity. Reasonable agreement was obtain
by assuming;1.3310212 cm2/s for the diffusivity indepen-
dent of annealing time.

The diffusion studies of Fig. 11 were repeated for
marker layers implanted in FZ Si wafers~see Sec. II and Ref
47!. Figure 13 shows SIMS profiles of the marker layer af
preparation and after implantation with 531013/cm2, 40 keV
Si followed by annealing at 790 °C for 10 min. The B pe
near the damage region broadens considerably upon an
ing, whereas the deepest peak remains unaffected.
broadening of the near-surface peak is remarkably asymm
ric, which is presumably due to the fact that the clustering

FIG. 11. ~a! SIMS measurements of the B doping profile for an as-depos
superlattice and for a superlattice implanted with 531013/cm2, 40 keV Si
and annealed in vacuum at 790 °C for 10 min.~b! Deconvolution of the
doping markers into Gaussian diffusion profiles. Portions of the three n
surface markers are assumed to be immobile. The dashed line in~a! indi-
cates the region in which stable$311% clusters are formed during annealing
6037Stolk et al.
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B suppresses diffusion near the damage source. By analy
the broadening of the B peaks as a function of depth,47 the
interstitial diffusivity was estimated to be<4310212 cm2/s.

Figure 12~b! shows interstitial diffusion profiles obtaine
by measurements on MBE-grown superlattices at 670 °C
contrast to the diffusion behavior at 790 °C, the interstit
supersaturation near the damage source and the decay l
of the diffusion profiles remain unchanged during anneal
for t<1 h. It thus appears that the interstitial diffusion pr
files are initially stationary at 670 °C. Stationary profil

FIG. 12. Time-averaged intrinsic B diffusivity as a function of depth d
rived from the broadened portion of each doping marker after annealin
~a! 790 °C and~b! 670 °C for various times. The depth dependence of
diffusivity reflects the time-averaged interstitial diffusion profile~right-hand
axis!. Solid lines are~a! fits of the interstitial profile assuming an interstitia
diffusivity of 1.3310212 cm2/s and~b! fits of exponential decays accordin
to Eq. ~3!.

FIG. 13. SIMS measured B concentration profiles of FZ marker layers a
preparation~Ref. 47! and after implantation with 531013/cm2, 40 keV Si
followed by annealing in vacuum at 790 °C for 10 min.
6038 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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with similar decay lengths were also observed for therm
annealing 550 °C up to;150 h.65 The diffusion profile after
annealing at 670 °C for 5 h deviates from this steady-sta
situation @see Fig. 12~b!#, indicating that interstitials have
diffused beyond the initial decay length.

B. Discussion

The diffusion data in Figs. 11 and 12 indicate that t
injection of interstitials lasts for;10 min at 790 °C and;5
h at 670 °C, and these time scales are consistent with
measured evaporation rate of$311% defects in Fig. 6. There-
fore, it appears that the duration of interstitial injection
correlated with the evaporation of$311% defects, reconfirm-
ing the notion of Sec. III that$311% defects act as the sourc
of interstitials during TED.

The profile of excess interstitials exhibits regular, diff
sional broadening at 790 °C, and the diffusion constantDI

eff

was estimated to be'1.3310212 cm2/s for MBE material.
Similar diffusion studies at 720 °C yieldDI

eff ' 1.13 10213

cm2/s. The stationary interstitial profiles observed at 550 a
670 °C, on the other hand, indicate that the penetration de
of injected self-interstitials is limited by the capture at tra
ping centers in the material. Under these conditions,
time-averaged interstitial profile is given by the steady-st
profile @I ss(x)#,19

@ I ss~x!#5@ I * #1~@ I 0#2@ I * # !exp~2x/LI !, ~3!

where@I 0# is the interstitial concentration at the source~as-
sumed to be constant!, x the distance from the source, andLI
a characteristic decay length related to the trap densityT]
and the trapping radiusaT according toLI5(4paT[T])

21/2.
The solid line in Fig. 12~b! is a least-squares fit of Eq

~3! to the diffusion profiles for 15 min and 1 h, yieldin
LI5480650 Å and [I 0]/[ I * ]5~7.763.8!3103.66 The den-
sity of traps in the MBE-grown superlattice can be estima
from the value forLI by takingaT equal to the interatomic
distance~aT52.35 Å!, yielding [T]5~1.560.2!31017/cm3.
The vacancy level in our MBE-grown samples is below t
detection limit of positron annihilation spectroscop
~531015/cm3!,67 suggesting that the dominant traps are as
ciated with impurities. Indeed, the background C lev
@CMBE# in the MBE superlattices is;1018/cm3, and it is
shown below~Sec. VI! that substitutional C is a strong tra
for self-interstitials. The fact that the above estimate for [T]
is slightly lower than@CMBE# could indicate that not all car
bon is active as a trap, or thataT is smaller than 2.35 Å due
to a small activation barrier to trapping~;0.15 eV!.

For diffusion times exceedingtc51 h, the interstitials
migrate beyond the trapping length at 670 °C. This eff
either arises from the saturation of centers available for
terstitial trapping,19 or from the reemission of interstitial
initially bound to traps. The effective interstitial diffusivity
DI
eff in this regime can be estimated from the criterion th

ADI
efftc > LI , yieldingDI

eff ' 6.43 10215 cm2/s. The present
values forDI

eff are in good agreement with our previous stu
ies on oxidation-enhanced diffusion in MBE-grow
superlattices,28 but are orders of magnitude lower than diffu
sivities derived from metal diffusion studies15,68 and exhibit

at

er
Stolk et al.
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a higher effective activation energy of 3.860.5 eV compared
to 1.2–1.8 eV.15,68These discrepancies can be reconciled
the basis of trap-limited interstitial diffusion resulting fro
the high carbon concentration in the presently studied M
material. It should be noted that this carbon level is not n
essarily representative for the material quality obtained
MBE growth.19,27 It is remarkable that the FZ marker laye
~Fig. 13! give similar values forDI

eff , whereas the C conten
of FZ silicon is expected to be well below 1017/cm3. Presum-
ably, additional impurities or vacancy-type defects were
troduced during the amorphization and/or regrowth step
preparing the FZ marker layers, thereby hampering inter
tial diffusion. Section VI discusses in detail how C is thoug
to affect the diffusion of Si self-interstitials.

V. BORON CLUSTERING

A. Results

The marker layer experiments of Fig. 11 show tha
considerable portion of the B spike located next to the da
age region remains immobile during annealing, whereas
deeper B spikes exhibit regular broadening without a sig
ture of immobile B. Figure 14 demonstrates how this eff
changes upon reducing the maximum B level in the sup
lattice from 1019 to 1018/cm3. Transient diffusion was in-
duced in both samples by annealing a 40 keV
531013/cm2 implant at 670 °C for 1 h. Analysis of the dif
fused spikes shows that the interstitial diffusion profiles
both samples are nearly identical. Yet, the diffused profile
the high concentration sample@Fig. 14~b!# shows a clear dis-
tinction between mobile and immobile B in the second do

FIG. 14. Boron diffusion profiles after TED~531013/cm2, 40 keV Si im-
plant; 670 °C, 1 h anneal! for delta-doping superlattices with B peak co
centrations of~a! 1018/cm3 and ~b! 1019/cm3.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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ing spike, whereas this dual behavior is not observed in
low concentration sample. Figure 15 shows that the imm
bile fraction of the second B doping spike in high
concentration samples~1019 B/cm3! ranges from;0.5 at
550 °C to;0.25 at 790 °C. The immobile fraction remains
the initial level upon continued annealing in the temperat
range from 550 to 720 °C, whereas it decays on a time s
of ;10 h at 790 °C.

B. Discussion

The observations made on the basis of Fig. 14 indic
that the formation of immobile B requires a relatively hig
concentration of both interstitials and substitutional B. A
parently, the clustering of multiple B atoms is facilitate
when sufficient B atoms are driven out of solution by
self-interstitials. Electrical measurements show that the
mobile B peaks are electrically inactive, which is inde
consistent with B clustering. Presumably, the clustering p
cess involves mobile B atoms BI and a possible set of reac
tions which describes the generation and clustering of BI is
given by

Bs1I⇔BI , ~4a!

Bs1mBI⇔Bc1nI, ~4b!

where Bc refers to immobile clusters containingm11 B at-
oms, andn is the number of interstitials ejected upon clu
tering to allow for stress relief. While reaction~4a! sustains
the interstitial-enhanced diffusion of Bs , reaction~4b! pro-
vides a channel through which Bs becomes immobile at con
centrations below the solubility limit, as observed. Figure
demonstrates that the B clusters are metastable and dis
upon continued annealing at sufficiently high temperature

In an attempt to further identify the clustering mech
nism, the diffusion behavior of an ion-implanted B superl
tice annealed at 670 °C for 1 h was numerically modeled
~Fig. 16!. The diffusivityDBs

of unclustered, substitutional B
is enhanced by the local interstitial concentration [I ] accord-
ing to

FIG. 15. Temporal evolution at 550, 670, 720, and 790 °C of the cluste
B fraction in the second doping marker, derived from Gaussian fits to
fusion profiles as in Fig. 11~b!.
6039Stolk et al.
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5S 11b

p

ni
DDB

x @ I #

@ I * #
, ~5!

whereDB
x 5 DB* /(1 1 b), p5ni for @Bs#,ni , andp5@Bs# for

@Bs#.ni ,
28 with ni the intrinsic carrier concentration an

b50.2 at 670 °C. Assuming that the pairing reaction ofI
and Bs is diffusion-limited, the formation of Bc clusters is
governed by the following rate equation:

d@Bc#

dt
54pacDBI

@BI #@Bs#, ~6a!

whereDBI
is the diffusivity of BI , ac is the pairing radius,

and @Bc# and @BI# are the concentrations of Bc and BI , re-
spectively. It should be noted that Eq.~6a! ignores the dis-
solution of clusters forT5670 °C in agreement with Fig. 15
The productDBI

@BI # reflects the B diffusion capacity and
equal toDBs

@Bs#. Therefore, Eq.~6a! can be rewritten as

d@Bc#

dt
54pacDBs

@Bs#
2. ~6b!

The concept of Eq.~6b! can be readily extended to includ
higher order clustering reactions~e.g., pairing of BI and Bc!.

The above approach was used to calculate the evolu
of the as-deposited B superlattice profile in response to
fusion and clustering of B under the wind of interstitials. T
interstitial concentration [I (x)] was fixed at the steady-stat
profile of Eq.~3! using the fitted values for@I 0# andLI @Fig.
12~b!#. Satisfactory agreement was obtained by taking t
clustering reactions into account~i.e., BI–Bs and BI–Bc pair-
ing!, both with the same pairing radiusac . The solid line in
Fig. 16 represents the best fit to the diffusion data us
ac50.5 Å, a value which seems reasonable in compariso
the interatomic distance in Si. Similar values were deriv
from analyzing data for diffusion at 670 °C, 15 min. Mode
ing the data for 720 and 790 °C would require more ela
rate calculations to account for the non-stationary interst
profiles, which is beyond the scope of this simple analy
Yet, the results in Fig. 16 suggest that the static peaks

FIG. 16. SIMS measurements~solid circles! of an ion-damaged B marke
superlattice annealed at 670 °C for 1 h and the corresponding best fit~solid
line! obtained by modeling interstitial-enhanced clustering of B.
6040 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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served in the marker experiments can indeed be attribute
the clustering of a few~two or three! B atoms induced by
excess Si interstitials.

This notion is further corroborated by the result of Fi
8, which illustrates that increasing the B background conc
tration leads to a reduction in the number of interstitials co
tained in $311% defects during annealing. Presumably, th
interstitial loss arises from the trapping of interstitials duri
the B clustering process.69 The data in Fig. 8 can be analyze
in detail by assuming that a fixed density of interstitia
@I 311#0, is shared in quasiequilibrium between an unsatura
sink S ~i.e., $311% defects! and a population of small B clus
ters ~assumed to be BI–Bs pairs!. This assumption implies
that

@BI #5k1@Bs#, ~7a!

@BIBs#5k1k2@Bs#
2, ~7b!

with k15exp~2DE/kT! and k25[Ns]
21 exp(E2/kT). Here

DE denotes the energy difference between an interst
trapped at a sink and an interstitial paired with a B atom,k is
Boltzmann’s constant, Ns is the Si atom density
~531022/cm3!, and E2 is the effective binding energy be
tween two B atoms in a BI–Bs pair. The areal density o
interstitials trapped by one or more B atoms is given by

@ I trap#5DX~@BI #1@BIBs# !, ~8!

whereDX is the width of the region in which interstitials an
B atoms interact, which should be roughly equal to the wid
of the as-implanted damage peak. Equations~7! and~8! yield
the following expression which describes the$311% intersti-
tial density@I 311# as a function of the total B concentratio
@Btot#:

@ I 311#02@ I 311#

DX
5

@Btot#

2
2
k1
221

8k1k2
F12S 1

1
8k1k2

~k211!2
@Btot# D 1/2G . ~9!

Equation ~9! was fitted to the data in Fig. 8 yieldingDX
5500 Å, DE50.3 eV, andE250.9 eV for the free param-
eters. Also shown is a quadratic model which is obtain
from the above equations in the limit of dilute interstiti
concentrations.69 It is obvious that the above model for in
terstitial trapping during B clustering satisfactorily repr
duces the measurements in Fig. 8.

The BI–Bs pair has been shown by deep-level transie
spectroscopy~DLTS! to be stable up to temperatures of
least 400 °C.70 Diffusion anomalies in earlier marker laye
experiments71 were also explained in terms of BI–Bs pair
formation,72 although the evidence was not as obvious as
the present experiments. The pairing reaction has been
cessfully applied in modeling TED for a small variety o
implant and diffusion conditions.73 Recent first-principles
calculations74 have been used to identify the atomic structu
of the BI–Bs pair, and the activation barrierHbr to breaking
this pair into two separate Bs atoms and oneI was deter-
mined to be;3 eV. To first order, the average timetbr for
dissolving a BI–Bs pair can be estimated on the basis of t
Stolk et al.
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activation barrier by assumingtbr510213 exp~Hbr/kT! s.
This yieldstbr516 s at 790 °C, which is much shorter tha
the measured dissolution time of;10 h ~see Fig. 15!. This
suggests that higher-order, more stable B–B agglomer
are involved in the clustering process.

The present observations support the earlier suggesti10

that interstitial-driven B clustering might be responsible
the fact that the peak of implanted B profiles is static dur
TED and remains electrically inactive~see Fig. 1!. The static
B peak was observed10 to dissolve on a time scale of.4 h
during post-TED annealing at 800 °C, which is indeed co
sistent with the data in Fig. 15. The present study also sh
that the pinning of the B concentration during TED does
necessarily require the presence of extended defects su
rodlike defects or stacking faults, in contrast to what w
proposed in the literature.9 Furthermore, earlier studies20

have pointed out that the demarcation level between mo
and immobile B appears to be correlated with the intrin
carrier concentrationni . This observation has occasional
been used as a reference point in process simulation
model the immobile B fraction during TED. However, th
present study has shown that the demarcation levels
vary from spike to spike within one single sample~see, for
instance, Fig. 11!, which implies that the apparent correlatio
with ni is fortuitous.

Finally, the present data indicate that Si self-interstiti
become incorporated into the B clusters~i.e., whenn,m!,
leading to a local reduction in the interstitial concentratio
This feature is further supported byin situ electron micros-
copy measurements.75 It is noteworthy in this respect that th
annealing of shallow B implants was found not to be acco
panied by the formation of$311% defects, while TED
remained.76 In this case, the interstitial content is presumab
reduced to below the threshold for$311% defect formation as
a result of the consumption of interstitials by B clusterin
combined with an increased interstitial loss due to the s
face proximity.

In the present marker layer experiments, the flux of
terstitials is not detectably perturbed by the clustering p
cess. This is evident from, for instance, the fact that
interstitial diffusion profile at 670 °C is not significantly a
fected upon reducing the peak B concentration by one
cade~Fig. 14!. One explanation is that the level of trappe
interstitials is too low to affect the interstitial population
the local vicinity of the B doping spike. Alternatively, rece
superlattice studies seem to indicate that B clustering is
tiated during the very early interstitial ‘‘burst’’ of TED, be
fore the$311%-controlled diffusion process is established.77

VI. CARBON SUPPRESSING TRANSIENT ENHANCED
DIFFUSION

A. Results

On the basis of interstitial diffusion data it was spec
lated in Sec. IV B that C could act as a trap for Si se
interstitials. To investigate this notion in more detail, t
effect of C doping on interstitial-enhanced B diffusion w
studied by growing two different B superlattices by MB
~see Sec. II!: one with a background C level of 1018/cm3
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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grown under standard conditions, and one with an intenti
ally raised C level of 231019/cm3 grown under a background
acetylene pressure of 1027 Torr. Figure 17 shows SIMS mea
surements of the B profiles for unimplanted and implan
~531013/cm2, 40 keV Si! superlattices after annealing. The
diffusion in the superlattice containing 1018 C/cm3 @Fig.
17~a!# is strongly enhanced with respect to thermal diffusio
and the behavior is similar to the previous superlattice m
surements. The B diffusion in the ion-damaged superlat
with 231019 C/cm3 @Fig. 17~b!#, on the other hand, shows n
significant enhancement relative to thermal diffusion. TE
micrographs demonstrate that the formation of$311% intersti-
tial defects is fully suppressed in C-rich Si samples. T
illustrates that the effect of C is to eliminate the source
TED, rather than to limit B diffusion by trapping the dopa
atoms.

Figure 18 compares TED for a 1.531014/cm2, 30 keV B
implant in C-lean FZ silicon~prepared by amorphization an
SPE! and C-rich FZ silicon with a uniform level o
4–631018 C/cm3 in the near-surface region~prepared by
amorphization, C implantation, and SPE; see Sec. II!. The
diffused B profiles in the C-lean reference sample exhibit
the features characteristic to TED~see Fig. 1!: Boron in the
tail of the implanted profile has undergone enhanced di
sion over a distance of;700 Å upon annealing at 800 °C fo
35 min, while the peak portion of the profile above 1018/cm3

has remained immobile due to the clustering of B driven
the excess interstitials. The diffusion behavior for the C-r
substrate is very different, as shown in Fig. 18~b!. First, the
diffusion length of B in the tail of the B profile stays we
below;700 Å at both 800 and 950 °C. In addition, there
no pronounced signature of immobile B in the peak of t

FIG. 17. Secondary-ion-mass spectrometry measurements of B diffu
profiles in MBE-grown superlattices containing substitutional C levels of~a!
1018/cm3 and ~b! 231019 C/cm3. Profiles are shown for unimplanted an
ion-damaged~531013/cm2, 40 keV Si! superlattices after diffusion at 790 °C
for 10 min.
6041Stolk et al.
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profile. Again, this demonstrates that C acts as traps for
terstitials thereby suppressing both the enhanced B diffu
and the interstitial-driven clustering of B. In Fig. 19 the a
prepared and diffused C profiles are compared, which sh
that a considerable portion of the C has diffused from
peak of the B implant to a depth of;2000 Å after the high-
temperature anneal. This indicates that C diffusion is
hanced by the injected interstitials, as is discussed in S
VI B.

The spreading resistance measurements of Fig. 20 s
that the major part~;80%! of the B profile is electrically
active after the 950 °C annealing step. In addition, Hall m
surements on B profiles inn-type, C-rich substrates show
that the electrically active fraction after diffusion at 800 °C

FIG. 18. SIMS measurements of B profiles after implantati
~1.531014/cm2, 30 keV B! and after subsequent annealing. Prior to B im
plantation, the float-zone Si sample in~b! was amorphized to a depth of
mm by Si ion implantation, enriched with C by multiple implants to a lev
of 4–631018/cm3 over 1mm, and regrown at 500 °C for 1 h, 600 °C for 2 h
and 900 °C for 15 min. Sample~a! was prepared as sample~b!, but without
the C implants.

FIG. 19. Carbon depth profiles in C-rich FZ silicon@as Fig. 18~b!# after
preparation of the sample, and after annealing an implant of 1.531014/cm2,
30 keV B at 800 °C for 35 min and 950 °C for 15 min.
6042 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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approximately 60% and increases to;85% upon further an-
nealing at 950 °C, consistent with Fig. 20. The sheet re
tance is 800 and 620V/h after annealing at 800 and 950 °C
respectively. Comparable values were found for B profi
implanted into FZ substrates and annealed under the s
conditions. These electrical measurements therefore s
that the presence of C and/or C-interstitial agglomerates d
not deteriorate the doping efficiency to unacceptable lev
however, preliminary ion-implanted diode structures p
pared in wafers with relatively high C concentrations ind
cate enhanced junction leakage. This is in line with electri
measurements on C-implanted Si samples.78,79 Further stud-
ies are required to investigate whether C incorporation
silicon precludes the formation of high-quality devices.

In order to assess the details of how C affects the flux
interstitials from a near-surface implant, superlattice str
tures were prepared which contain a nonuniform profile
substitutional C. To this end, MBE-grown B-dopedc-Si su-
perlattices were amorphized to a depth of 2mm, implanted
with 115 keV C to a dose of 931013/cm2, and thermally
regrown. Figure 21 shows the B and C profiles in C-ri
superlattices~CSPE! and reference superlattices without
~SPE! after implantation and annealing. The injection of i
terstitials from the ion damage in sample SPE leads to di
sion and clustering of the B markers near the damage sou
Figure 21~b! shows that the 1018 C/cm3 in sample SPE has
redistributed under the injection of interstitials, analogous
the result of Fig. 19. The decoration of the B peaks with
could indicate that part of the mobile C is gettered at the
clusters. The substitutional C which was incorporated i
superlattice CSPE consists of a peak of 531018/cm3 at a
depth of;3000 Å @Fig. 21~b!#. Figure 21~a! shows that the
injection of interstitials in sample CSPE also enhances
diffusion, but the broadening of the B peaks in the C-ri
region is much less pronounced than in reference sam
SPE.

Figure 22 summarizes the values for^DB
int& as a function

FIG. 20. Comparison of atomic and electrical B profiles inp-type, C-rich
FZ silicon @as Fig. 18~b!# obtained after annealing an implant o
1.531014/cm2, 30 keV B at 800 °C for 35 min and 950 °C for 15 min.
Stolk et al.
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of depth derived from the diffusion profiles in Figs. 11 a
21~a!. The interstitial diffusion profile in sample SPE is si
nificantly steeper than in the as-grown MBE sample, indic
ing a lower interstitial diffusivity. This suggests that th
amorphization and/or SPE-regrowth steps have raised
level of interstitial traps in the superlattice. One possi
mechanism could be the knock-on of carbon from depos
hydrocarbons on the sample surface during the relativ
long ~;1 h! amorphizing implant at liquid-nitrogen temper
ture. In addition, vacancy-type defects could have been
troduced during SPE. The deviation between the diffus

FIG. 21. SIMS measurements of~a! boron and~b! carbon depth profiles
after diffusion at 790 °C for 10 min. CSPE refers to a MBE-grown B dop
superlattice which was amorphized using Si implants, implanted with
keV C to a dose of 931013/cm2, and regrown at 500 °C for 1 h, 600 °C fo
2 h, and 790 °C for 15 min. SPE was prepared as CSPE, but without t
implantation step. The damaging implant consisted of 531013/cm2, 40 keV
Si.

FIG. 22. Depth dependence of the intrinsic B diffusivity showing the eff
of solid-phase epitaxy and C incorporation on the interstitial diffusion p
file in MBE-grown superlattices. Data were obtained by analyzing the
diffusion profiles in Figs. 11~a! and 21.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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profiles for samples SPE and CSPE demonstrates that
interstitial-enhanced diffusion of B is reduced by a factor
;10 at the peak of the C profile~;3000 Å deep!. Beyond a
depth of;4500 Å, however, the values for^DB

int& are nearly
identical for both samples, indicating that the interstitial d
fusion profile is only perturbed in the local vicinity of th
incorporated C.

Figure 23 shows measurements of TED and oxidati
enhanced diffusion~OED! for a B-doped superlattice which
contains of a narrow C spike at a depth of;2300 Å. This
structure was grown by briefly leaking C2H2 into the MBE
chamber in between the growth of the second and third
doping spike. As is obvious from the diffusion enhanceme
in Fig. 23~b!, the implantation damage is a more efficie
source for interstitials at 810 °C than the oxidizing surfa
For both TED and OED, the third B spike shows signi
cantly less broadening than the two spikes adjacent to
source of interstitials. In particular, the interstitial-enhanc
diffusion is fully suppressed at the wing of the third dopin
spike that is contained within the buried C spike@see Fig.
23~a!#. On the other hand, the deepest marker layer exhi
at least as much broadening as the preceding spike, and
diffusion is a factor of 5 aboveDB* . Analogous to the results
in Figs. 21 and 22, this indicates that the incorporation o
leads to a local reduction of the interstitial concentrati
without fully obstructing the flow of interstitials to the bul
of the material.

5

C

t
-

FIG. 23. ~a! Boron diffusion profiles and~b! intrinsic B diffusivities for a
MBE-grown superlattice containing a buried spike of substitutional C. Tr
sient enhanced diffusion~TED! was induced by annealing a 531013/cm2, 40
keV Si implant at 810 °C for 15 min in vacuum. Oxidation enhanced dif
sion ~OED! was induced by repeating the same diffusion anneal for
unimplanted sample in a dry oxygen ambient.
6043Stolk et al.
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B. Discussion

The results in the previous subsection have shown
raising the C concentration in Si from 1018 to 1019/cm3 re-
duces the strength of interstitial-enhanced B diffusion. T
straightforward explanation is that the interstitials drivi
TED are captured by substitutional C~Cs! through the fol-
lowing well-known replacement reaction:80,81

Cs1I⇔CI . ~10!

The thus formed highly mobile CI complex can pair with
another substitutional C atom to yield a more stable comp
~CICs!,

82,83

CI1Cs⇔CICs . ~11!

The ability of Cs to absorb interstitials is believed to play
crucial role in the coprecipitation of C and oxygen in Si
high temperatures,84 although the detailed kinetics of thi
process are still under debate.85–87The formation of CI pairs
through the replacement reaction of Eq.~10! reduces the
amount of interstitials available for pairing with substit
tional B, thereby lowering the B diffusivity. The density o
interstitials that is bound in$311% defects in the early annea
ing stages of TED was found to decrease linearly with
creasing C level~Fig. 9!, consistent with C–I pairing.

In the case of an initially uniform C distribution, th
continuous exchange between C and I will impose a grad
in CI which follows the diffusion profile of I. Since CI is
highly mobile,81,84 this gradient will result in a net transpo
of C from the ion-implanted region to the adjacent region,
observed in Fig. 19. For comparison, it has been shown
the injection of interstitials during P in-diffusion yields
similar diffusion behavior in the near-surface region
C-rich Si samples.88 In the case of a localized C peak~Figs.
21–23!, the interstitials that are paired with C will be libe
ated when CI diffuses out of the high-concentration regio
This explains why the presence of C only causes a lo
reduction in the B diffusivity without fully suppressing th
interstitial population at greater depths.

In addition to the effects of C–I pairing, part of the
mobile CI species will interact with remaining substitution
C atoms through, for instance, reaction~11!. These C-related
trapping reactions affect measurements of the interstitial
fusivity DI in Si. Figure 24 compares typical values forDI

from metal diffusion studies15 with results obtained from the
present experiments using MBE-grown B superlattices~Sec.
IV B !. The values forDI at 800 °C vary from 1026 to 10212

cm2/s, while the activation energies for diffusion range fro
;1 to;3.5 eV. Also, the diffusion range of interstitials in S
superlattices grown by chemical-vapor deposition has b
shown to be much larger than in MBE-grown Si.27 This dis-
crepancy between the various experiments has been asc
to the fact that the migration of self-interstitials is perturb
by the presence of interstitial traps in Si,18,19and presumably
C is the dominant impurity as demonstrated above.

The presence of trapping sites (T) will impose a local
equilibrium between free (I ) and trapped interstitials~IT!
according to

@ IT#5kT@ I #~@T#2@ IT# !. ~12!
6044 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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ConstantkT can be approximated bykT'Ns
21 exp(ET/kT),

with ET the energy difference between the free and bou
states ofI . For immobile traps, the interstitial diffusion flu
JI is entirely carried by the mobile speciesI , and the effec-
tive diffusivity DI

eff for the total interstitial distribution
[ I ]1@IT# is defined through

JI52DI¹@ I #[2DI
eff¹~@ I #1@ IT# !.

For a uniform distribution of traps~¹[T]50!, the evaluation
of this definition yields

DI
eff5

DI

11kT@T#/$11kT@ I #%
2 . ~13!

Equation~13! was fitted to our TED and OED measuremen
of the interstitial diffusivity in Fig. 24 by takingDI and@I * #
from the metal diffusion experiments of Ref. 15. Furthe
more, [T] was fixed at 1018/cm3 to match the C content in
our samples, and the average interstitial concentration in
TED and OED experiments was taken as 10003@I * # and
103@I * #,28 respectively. UsingET52.1 eV, the calculations
for DI

eff indeed reconcile the discrepancy between metal
fusion studies and our experimental data.

A severe limitation of the above analysis, however,
the simplifying assumption of immobile traps, whereas CI
pairing through reaction~10! leads to the formation of mo
bile CI complexes. This implies that the interstitial fluxJI is
actually carried by the migration of bothI and CI . In order to
evaluate the effect of trapping reactions~10! and~11! on the
diffusion of free interstitials, the full set of coupled diffusio
and trapping equations was solved using the process sim
tor PROPHET.49,89 The diffusivity of CI was taken asDCI
5 2.53 1023 exp(2HCI

m /kT) cm2/s,withHCI
m 5 0.8eV.81The

trapping enthalpies for reactions~10! and~11! were assumed
to be 1.7 and 0.9 eV, respectively, in accordance with rec
first principle calculations.74

Figure 25 shows the evolution of the distributions ofI ,
CI , CICs , and Cs at 800 °C. These profiles were calculate
by assuming an interstitial injection level of 10003@I * # at

FIG. 24. Interstitial diffusivities in silicon. Solid lines refer to data derive
from metal diffusion studies~Ref. 15!, whereas points are from MBE
marker layer experiments~Sec. IV and Ref. 35!. The dashed lines refer to
model fits of trap-limited diffusion assuming immobile traps, Eq.~13!.
Stolk et al.
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the surface, typical of TED. It is obvious that the simult
neous migration ofI and CI introduces a strong concentra
tion dependence in the interstitial diffusion profile, whic
unfortunately obstructs the extraction of effective interstit
diffusivities for comparison with experimental data. Neve
theless, the important conclusion from Fig. 25 is that
apparent interstitial diffusivity in marker layer studies w
depend critically on how the experimental conditions~e.g.,
interstitial injection levels and C content! modify the relative
strength ofI and CI diffusion.

Carbon should also affect the analysis of metal diffus
studies. In an extensive number of experiments~e.g., Refs.
15 and 68!, the diffusion profiles of various metals in Si~Au,
Zn, and Pt! have been used to derive values forDI and@I * #.
It was shown almost 20 years ago90 that increasing the C
concentration in Si accelerates the in-diffusion of intersti
Au ~Aui!, which was ascribed

84 to C trapping the interstitials
formed in the kick-out reaction,

Aui⇔Aus1I , ~14!

where Aus denotes Au incorporated on substitutional sites
most papers on metal diffusion, the C–I interaction is fully
ignored in spite of the fact that the C content in ‘‘standar
Si wafers could be as high as;1017/cm3. Therefore, Zn dif-
fusion data from Ref. 15 were reanalyzed by explicitly i

FIG. 25. Profiles of Si self-interstitialsI , carbon-interstitial complexes CI ,
CICs pairs, and substitutional C during diffusion at 800 °C, which we
obtained by using the numerical calculations.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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cluding the trapping of interstitials at immobile, nonannih
lating traps into our process simulator.89 Independent of the
trap concentration [T], excellent fits to the measured diffu
sion profiles of Zn are obtained.89 The extracted value for
@I * # varies inversely with [T], while the product of@I * # and
DI remains constant. This implies that metal diffusion e
periments only provide direct information on the Si se
diffusion coefficient, that is, [I * ]DI . The separate determi
nation of @I * # andDI , on the other hand, requires detaile
knowledge about the interaction ofI with C or other impu-
rities. Further experiments and analyses are required to s
this enigma.

VII. PHYSICAL MODELING

A. Monte Carlo simulations

The experiments in Secs. III and IV have shown that
rate and strength of interstitial injection during TED is co
trolled by the evaporation of$311% defects, that is, for the
implantation regime presently explored. Implementation
this concept into process modeling tools requires a deta
understanding of the kinetics and parameters that are
volved in the formation and annealing of implantation da
age. For instance, it isa priori not clear how the as-
implanted population of vacancies and interstitials devel
into a distribution of rodlike interstitial clusters in the ear
stage of annealing. To help elucidate these processes, an
mistic process simulator was developed.63 This simulator in-
cludes a Monte Carlo diffusion code coupled to t
MARLOWE91 computer code, which employs the binary col
sion approximation to estimate ion-induced defect format
in silicon. The parameters used in the Monte Carlo simu
tions were derived from molecular dynamics calculations
ing the Stillinger–Weber potential for Si.92 More details
about the new simulator have been given in a recent art
by Jaraı´z et al.63

The simulation of a typical room-temperature implant
531013/cm2, 40 keV Si into Si~100! indicate that;520 Fren-
kel pairs are generated per implanted ion. Approximately
interstitials per ion survive room-temperature recombinat
of interstitials and vacancies during and after implantati
which is implicitly accounted for in the modeling. The re
sulting defect population consists of small interstitial a
vacancy clusters, which are distributed according to the
tial MARLOWE depth profile of interstitials and vacancies.

For a subsequent anneal at 815 °C, free vacancies
emitted from their clusters, while the more tightly boun
interstitials remain immobile in their small clusters. The ra
dom walk of the vacancies annihilates most of the inter
tials. Although the dominant annihilation process is bulk
combination, some vacancies reach the surface~assumed to
be a perfect sink! and annihilate there, leaving an excess
interstitials. Figure 26 shows the cumulative number of v
canciesVsurf and of interstitialsI surf annihilated at the sur-
face, per implanted ion, as a function of simulation time. T
emission from the vacancy clusters can be easily identifie
an increase inVsurf, especially after 10

23 s, when the larger
clusters break up. At;1 s, all of the vacancies have disa
peared with the overwhelmingly dominant mechanism be
6045Stolk et al.
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bulk recombination; only 1% of the vacancies diffuse to t
surface.

Figure 27 plots the net excess of interstitials~interstitials
minus vacancies!, per implanted ion, throughout the anne
The starting value~1.3! corresponds to the situation after th
room-temperature implant, and includes the contribution
the implanted ion~the true 11!, the sputtered Si atom
~20.3!, the trapping of vacancies at oxygen traps~10.3!, and
the surface contribution~0.3! due to the fact that vacancie
diffuse faster than interstitials and are on average slig
closer to the surface. The number of interstitials remain
when all the vacancies have disappeared is;1 per implanted
ion, in agreement with the measurements in Fig. 7. It is qu
remarkable that the full blown calculation, with the sputte
ing and surface terms, gives such a good approximation
the11 model.

FIG. 26. Monte Carlo calculations of damage annealing in ion-implan
silicon ~40 keV Si, 531013/cm2!. Comparison between the number of inte
stitials recombined with vacancies in the bulk and the number of vacan
Vsurf and interstitialsI surf annihilated at the surface.

FIG. 27. Monte Carlo calculations of the net excess of interstitials
implanted ion during the 815 °C anneal. The solid points represent ex
mental data from TEM measurements of$311% defects~Fig. 5!. Also shown
is the average interstitials cluster size.
6046 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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Upon continued annealing, small interstitial clusters u
dergo an Ostwald ripening process~Fig. 27, dashed line!,
analogous to the observed dynamics for$311% defects in Fig.
4. Eventually, the large clusters dissolve by emitting inter
tials that subsequently annihilate at the front surface. T
effect of trapping centers is almost negligible because
their low concentration relative to the interstitial concent
tion in the ion-implanted region. The dominant initial pro
cess during the high-temperature anneal is interstiti
vacancy recombination in the bulk of the materia
Consequently, the imbalance in the interstitial and vaca
concentration arising from the implanted ion~the11 model!
dominates the excess interstitial concentration. This was c
firmed by a simulation where the implanted ion was inte
tionally removed from the diffusion process. In that case
simulation yields10.3 for the excess interstitial level, a
opposed to11.3. The clustering mechanism only establish
the time scale as was shown by an annealing simula
without clusters~Ebind50 for all clusters!, in which case the
vacancies disappear in 531026 s, leaving11.3 interstitials
per implanted ion. The11 model is, therefore, physically
plausible because of the dominant role of bulk recombi
tion, with only minor deviations due to sputtering and su
face annihilation. This feature makes it a particularly rob
approximation for process simulation tools, only weakly se
sitive to changes in the implant or anneal parameters.

Finally, the implications of these results for TED can
assessed. A close correlation between the excess interst
and the induced TED can be drawn from the free intersti
distribution, time-integrated throughout the anneal. It
found that most of the TED occurs after the vacancies h
fully disappeared,63 which explains why continuum simula
tors yield reasonable predictions using the11 model in this
damage regime. However, simulations for implant doses
low as 53109/cm2 demonstrate that TED predominant
takes place before all vacancies have recombined. In
case, the probability of an interstitial interacting with a do
ant atom has become greater than with a vacancy, becau
the dilute interstitial and vacancy population.26,93This notion
could explain the observation that the total broadening o
marker layers induced by TED declines with decreasing
plantation dose, saturating at a fixed, nonequilibrium le
for low doses.23

Although the11 model seems to be appropriate for su
ficiently high implantation doses~.531012/cm2!, successful
implementation of this model into process simulators
quires detailed description of how interstitial clusters~i.e.,
$311% defects and dislocation loops! decay as a function o
the implant~energy, dose! and annealing conditions~time,
temperature!. One example will be given in the following
subsection. Modeling for lower doses should also include
fact that the average number of interstitial diffusion ste
prior to recombination progressively increases with decre
ing ion dose, leading to a more efficient damage-dopant c
pling.

B. Process simulations

The concept of interstitial clustering has been incorp
rated into the process simulatorPROPHET.49,94 The basis of

d

es

r
ri-
Stolk et al.
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the model is that an interstitial in a cluster may sponta
ously escape at a rate given by the interstitial hopping
quency and the binding energy to the cluster, while the c
ters grow whenever diffusing interstitials are trapped by
cluster. The overall equation governing cluster kinetics
given by

d@ I cl#

dt
54paaDI@ I #@ I cl#2@ I cl#

DI

a2
expS 2

Eb

kTD , ~15!

whereDI5D0 exp~2Em/kT! is the interstitial diffusivity,a
is the average interatomic spacing,a is the capture radius
expressed in units ofa, @I cl(x,t)# is the concentration o
interstitials trapped in clusters, and [I (x,t)] is the concentra-
tion of free interstitials. Whenever free interstitials are n
merous, the first term dominates and@I cl# grows exponen-
tially until it is balanced by the evaporation flux. Equatin
the first and second terms in Eq.~15! yields the following
expression for the interstitial concentration [I e] in equilib-
rium with the defect clusters:

@ I e#

@ I * #
5

1

4paG
expSEf2Eb

kT D , ~16!

whereEf is the formation energy of the interstitial andG is
defined by the interstitial formation entropy throug
G5exp(Sf /k). As is obvious from the above equation, th
interstitial supersaturation during TED is set by the bala
between cluster evaporation and growth, provided that
initial interstitial level is high enough for stable clusters to
formed.

The evaporation rate of clusters after self-implantat
can be estimated by assuming that the excess interstitial
~Q'11! immediately condenses into clusters upon anne
ing. The loss of interstitials from the cluster region is co
trolled by the diffusive interstitial flux to the surface, whic
can be approximated byDI [ I e]/Rp , whereRp is the pro-
jected ion range. Substituting the supersaturation of Eq.~16!,
the effective time needed to dissolve the clusters is given
Eq. ~17!. Thus, the evaporation time is thermally activat
according to

t5
4paRpQ

D0Ns
expSEm1Eb

kT D . ~17!

This model reproduces TEM observations that the$311%
decay rate decreases with increasing ion dose
energy.60,64Applying this model to the 531013/cm2, 40 keV
Si implants of Figs. 2–5, assuminga51, and using the mos
recent experimental values ofDI and@I * #,15 yieldst542 s at
815 °C andt514 600 s at 670 °C, in perfect agreement w
the experiments in Fig. 5. The activation energyEb1Em was
taken to be 3.57 eV, in accordance with the TED time c
stants in Fig. 6 and in Ref. 11. A more exact calculation w
carried out using thePROPHETsimulator with the above nu
merical values to solve the differential equations for inter
tial transport, recombination, and reaction with clusters
space and time. The result is shown in Fig. 28. The deta
calculation confirms the initial impression that the mod
captures the time and temperature dependence of$311% clus-
ter evaporation. There is some discrepancy in the shap
the evaporation curves in that the simulated curves are m
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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abrupt than the experimental ones. Apart from the possibili
of an experimental artifact~see Sec. III A!, this dissimilarity
is probably due to ignoring the dependence of the bindin
energy on cluster size. Including Ostwald ripening in a mo
sophisticated model with a distribution of cluster sizes wou
probably improve the evaporation behavior; yet, it is satisfy
ing that this single population model already predicts th
time to remove a given dose of interstitials with an error o
only 30%.

Having establishedEb1Em5Eevap53.57 eV, and know-
ing the interstitial self-diffusion energyEf1Em5ESD, then
the formation energy per atom of a$311% cluster is given by
the differenceE3115ESD2Eevap5Ef2Eb51.38 eV~see Fig.
29!. This is in very satisfactory agreement with recent pre
dictions ofE311 from molecular dynamics calculations~;1.3
eV!,92 and tight binding calculations~0.7–0.9 eV!.95 The for-
mation energy per atom is also the activation energy of t
interstitial supersaturation in Eq.~16!, allowing the intersti-
tial supersaturation during TED to be estimated as;4000 at
800 °C and;400 at 1000 °C. Typical experimental number
are in the range of;1000–10 000 at 800 °C,7,10,11,96 and
20–200 at 1000 °C.10,11 The experimental values are gener
ally underestimates since they attribute the diffusive motio

FIG. 28. Simulation of the number of interstitials contained in clusters, as
function of time, at various annealing temperatures. The experimental d
are reproduced from Fig. 5. The simulation model predicts the time a
temperature dependence of$311% evaporation.

FIG. 29. The average energy of an interstitial in a$311% cluster is found to
be 1.38 eV. This estimate is independent of the particular experimen
values taken forDI and@I * #, as it comes out as the difference of theDI [ I * ]
product, which is in good agreement between various studies and the$311%
evaporation time activation energies.
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to the entire annealing time, whereas the transient vanis
some intermediate time during the anneal. From the inte
tial profile in Fig. 12~b! it was derived that [I e]/[ I * ] is fixed
at ~7.763.8!3103 during TED at 670 °C. This yields
E31151.360.1 eV upon substitution in Eq.~16!, in good
agreement with the above numbers. It thus appears tha
above model provides a self-consistent way of dealing w
the clustering and injection of interstitials during TED
which can be efficiently implemented into process simulat
programs.

A simple model of boron clustering can be developed
the following lines. One imagines a distribution of cluste
containing 2,3,4, etc., boron atoms. A cluster may shrink
spontaneously emitting a mobile boron-interstitial pair, o
may grow by capturing a free boron-interstitial pair. Th
yields rate equations which are analogous to those of
~6a!, but now with the addition of a decay term,

dN3

dt
5

2N3

t
14pacDBI

@BI #N2 , ~18a!

dN4

dt
5

2N4

t
14pacDBI

@BI #N3 , etc., ~18b!

whereNi is the number of clusters of sizei andt is a spon-
taneous decay time. Multiplying each equation byi and sum-
ming overi ,

d
dt S (

i
iNi D5

2(
i
iNi

t
14pacDBI

@BI #(
i
iNi . ~19!

The rate equation for the total number of boron atoms
clusters,Bc 5 (

i
iNi , is then

d@Bc#

dt
52

@Bc#

t
14pacDBI

@BI #@Bc#. ~20!

This result relies on the approximations thatt and ac are
independent of cluster size, and that the average cluster
tains at least three or four boron atoms. Making one fi
assumption that the pairing reaction for forming BI @Eq. ~4a!#
is in equilibrium,

d@Bc#

dt
52

@Bc#

t
1kf@Bs#@ I #@Bc#, ~21!

with kf a rate constant expressed in cm6/s. The equation
predicts that when the number of interstitials is large,
second term will dominate and lead to an exponential gro
in @Bc#. The exponential growth will continue until the se
ond term is reduced and the first term increased to b
them into balance. When this occurs,

1

tkf@ I #
5@Bs#. ~22!

That is to say, the free boron concentration@Bs# will be low-
ered until it reaches a quasisolubility which is inversely
lated to the interstitial concentration [I ]. This is consistent
with the observation that the apparent solubility in each
perlattice spike is inversely related to the amount of diffus
seen in that spike~see, for instance, Fig. 11!.
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The above approaches for dealing with interstitial a
boron clustering were implemented intoPROPHETand used
to simulate the initial TED experiment of Fig. 1. It was r
quired to take the net interstitial excess at10.5 instead of
11.0 to match the diffusion in the tail of the profile. A sim
lar effect has been seen in other work71 where implanting B
and Si at the same dose and energy gave identical TED
buried markers. Since the B is implanted more deeply,
would expect more TED than from the Si implant. That o
does not is an indication that the net interstitial excess
smaller with B implants than Si implants. Alternatively, th
discrepancy could reflect the trapping of some of the int
stitials in B clusters~Fig. 8!. As can be seen from Fig. 30, th
fit to the B profile has greatly improved as a result of t
physical insights presented in this article. Of course, m
simulations are required to test the present model for a w
range of implant and annealing conditions.

VIII. SUMMARY: THE LIFE OF THE INTERSTITIAL

This article has dealt with clustering and diffusion ph
nomena involving dopants and defects which are activate
ion-implanted silicon during annealing. The common micr
scopic agent of these processes is the Si self-interstitial,
the physical mechanisms which control transient enhan
dopant diffusion can be summarized in a qualitative man
by following the life of the interstitial.

Ion implantation leads to an athermal generation of
terstitials and vacancies through the collisional displa
ments of lattice atoms. The average number of Frenkel p
that is generated per incoming ion depends on the ion spe
and energy, and may vary from tens to thousands for k
implants of atoms such as B, Si, or P. The Monte Ca
simulations in Sec. VII A have shown that a fraction of th
Frenkel pairs recombines during and after implantation

FIG. 30. PROPHET simulation of TED for the experiment of Fig. 1
~1.531014/cm2, 30 keV10B implant diffused at 800 °C for 35 min!. A com-
parison is made between the default diffusion model~PROPHET-1! and the
new model including interstitial and B clustering~PROPHET-2!. This figure
clearly illustrates the improvements that have been made.
Stolk et al.
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room temperature, and the remaining interstitials and vac
cies are contained in small clusters. Upon annealing, th
clusters will dissolve by emitting point defects~interstitials
and/or vacancies!, which will eventually recombine with
their free or clustered counterparts, annihilate at the surf
or diffuse into the bulk. It was demonstrated by TEM me
surements in Sec. III that for sufficiently high damage lev
~40 keV Si,.131013/cm2!, the resulting excess number o
interstitial atoms approximately equals the imbalance in
interstitial and vacancy concentrations resulting from the
tra implanted atom~the11 model!. This suggests thatI –V
recombination is the dominant decay mechanism in the
tial annealing stage, as reconfirmed by the Monte Ca
simulations in Sec. VII A.

The excess interstitials are contained in$311% defect
clusters for doses in the range from 531012 to 131014/cm2,
and these defects sustain a local supersaturation of inte
tials by emitting and recapturing interstitials during cont
ued annealing~Ostwald ripening!. Interstitials are gradually
lost from the damage region through diffusion into the bu
and to the surface, the latter most likely being the domin
loss mechanism.31 The rate at which this decay occurs
determined by the average binding energy of interstitials
$311% ~;1.3 eV!, the proximity of the surface, and the initia
interstitial concentration as it is set by the implant dose.
sufficiently high doses~.131014/cm2! and annealing tem
peratures,$311% defects may unfault into more stable disl
cation loops which will change the kinetics of interstiti
injection.

Those interstitials which have escaped from the dam
region into the bulk of the material may pair with dopan
such as B and P, or with impurities such as C. The fi
interaction causes the local dopant-interstitial pair concen
tion to increase above the equilibrium level, thereby caus
enhanced diffusion. For sufficiently high B levels, the wi
of diffusing interstitials drives substitutional B into met
stable clusters at concentrations below the solid solub
limit. This clustering process is most likely accompanied
the trapping of interstitials, which perturbs the interstit
flow.

The coupling of interstitials with C leads to the form
tion of highly mobile CI pairs. This process reduces th
amount of interstitials available for pairing with dopan
leading to a strong reduction in the enhanced diffusion
clustering of B for sufficiently high C concentration
~;1019/cm3!. The rapidly migrating CI pairs, which carry
part of the net interstitial diffusion flux, can undergo furth
trapping reactions with ubiquitous impurities in Si such
substitutional C. The resulting retardation of the interstit
transport depends critically on the injected level of inters
tials and on the concentrations of Cs , a notion which would
explain the large variation in published interstitial diffusiv
ties. Eventually, interstitials trapped in B- and C-related cl
ters will be reemitted and will continue to migrate throu
trapping and detrapping, until the equilibrium between fr
interstitials and vacancies is fully recovered.

Some caution is required with respect to the modeling
TED of ion-implanted B. When the high B concentration
contained inside the ion-damaged region, some fraction
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 9, 1 May 1997
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the interstitial-enhanced B diffusion and clustering may
tually occur as the interstitial and vacancy population c
lapses. This would require a full-blown evaluation of th
coupled defect–defect and defect–dopant interactions to
sess the B profiles and the defect distribution before
$311%-controlled diffusion regime kicks in. This is just on
question which remains to be answered among many oth
By which microscopic mechanism does B diffuse? Can
various published diffusivities of Si indeed be reconciled
the basis of C-interstitial trapping reactions? How do$311%
defects evolve into dislocation loops, and how does this p
cess affect the interstitial injection kinetics? Do the inters
tial and vacancy populations behave independently for hi
energy implants? These and related issues will certa
provide a challenge to the silicon research community
many years to come.
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